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Summer sun airport growth stalls in
2019; Croatian airports’s bright spot
Last year, in issue 22 of The ANKER Report, we looked at July
passenger data from 30 popular holiday destinations, mostly in
and around the Mediterranean, to see where northern
European families were choosing to spend their annual summer
holiday. As pointed out in that article, actual passenger figures
give a much better indication of actual travel trends as these
include charter passengers.
Many, but not all, charter airlines publish schedule data, so
passenger numbers are clearly a better indicator than seat
capacity. One year on, as we approach the end of August, data
for the same 30 airports has been collected for July 2019.
Traffic down at 12 of 30 airports
There were concerns after last summer’s unusually hot weather
across much of Europe, that northern European holiday makers
(which account for many of the tourist arrivals at the airports

back in early February has again distorted the underlying
demand for certain destinations, as their capacity has not been
completely replaced by other carriers in the German market.
It has also been a difficult summer for The Thomas Cook Group
with its two biggest airlines (Thomas Cook Airlines in the UK
and Condor in Germany) facing an uncertain future. As our
story on the UK airline shows (see page 10), after growth in the
last few years, its capacity is down around 4% this summer and
it has stopped operating from four UK airports.
Croatia leads the way
After reporting growth at three of its four airports in July 2018,
Croatia has gone one better and recorded increased demand at
all of its four airports in our analysis. Zadar (+28% to 145k)
leads the way ahead of Dubrovnik (+8% to 515k), Pula (+7% to
185k) and Split (+4% to 723k).

Welcome

With the summer holiday season in full
swing we take a look at what July’s
passenger figures tell us about how the
leading holiday destinations compare
this summer.
Elsewhere, we take a closer look at
developments at airBaltic in Riga and
Thomas Cook Airlines in the UK.
Milan’s currently closed Linate Airport
is the focus of our airport profile while
we also look at the latest figures from analysed) might reconsider their summer holiday strategy in
Sweden to see the on-going impact of 2019 and consider staying closer to home, especially as the
the aviation tax introduced last year.
warm weather was making some of the holiday destinations
The Europe-Indonesia market is
reviewed and we also look at latest
airport and airline data from the UK
and Spain. Plus our usual round-up of
all the new European route launches
that have taken place in the last six
weeks since our last issue.

unpleasantly hot.
The basket of 30 airports monitored are spread across seven
countries; Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Greece, Malta, Spain and
Turkey. As can be seen from the spread of colours in the graph
(each country has its own colour), airports in Greece, Spain and
Turkey appear at both ends of the graph.

In total 12 of the 30 airports reported a drop in passenger
numbers in July 2019 compared with July 2018. A further six
recorded growth of 2% or less. That leaves just 12 of the 30
Ralph Anker airports celebrating growth of 3% or more in the first of this
ralph@anker-report.com year’s peak summer months.
This time last summer 18 of the 30 airports were reporting
growth of at least 3%, with 12 airports even seeing demand
increase by more than 10%. This July, just two airports (Zadar
and Antalya) have seen traffic increase by at least 10%.
Germania’s untimely collapse
Last year it was the collapse of airberlin/NIKI in Germany and
Austria and Monarch Airlines in the UK that had impacted
summer demand to some popular destinations, notably in
Spain. This year the collapse of German leisure airline Germania
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Zadar’s impressive growth has been driven by Ryanair and its
subsidiary Lauda, with easyJet and Condor also adding
significant capacity. The Irish carrier has added eight new
destinations since last summer, while Condor and easyJet have
both added two.
At the other end of the graph, are Bulgaria’s two Fraportoperated airports on the Black Sea. Bourgas traffic is down 11%
and schedule data shows that Ryanair, SmartWings and Wizz
Air have all cut capacity at the airport in July. In Varna, the
demise of Germania, the cessation of Condor services and a
reduction in SunExpress Germany services have all contributed
to the 17% fall in passenger demand in July.
Tunisia recovery continues
Last year we highlighted that demand at Tunisia’s two main
holiday airports, Enfidha and Monastir, was recovering and that
passenger numbers had grown by almost 60% compared with
July 2017. That recovery has continued this summer with
passenger numbers across the two airports up 24.8% to
544,529 according to figures from ADP. Several carriers have
resumed or started routes to Enfidha, including Thomas Cook
Airlines (see page 10).
In Turkey, Antalya continues to report solid growth (+11%)
traffic at Dalaman is up almost 10%
continues on page 9
Bodrum is up only 1% while Izmir
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airBaltic offers almost 70 destinations from Riga, 24 launched in last
three years; London, Moscow and Paris are leading routes by ASKs
Among the three Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania, the biggest carrier based in the region is Rigabased airBaltic. With a fleet of almost 40 aircraft
comprising 19 A220-300s, eight 737s (a mix of -300s and
-500s) and 12 Q400s, the carrier is the biggest serving
Riga, with approximately 63% of scheduled seat capacity
at the airport this summer (up from 58% in S18)
according to analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics
figures. The second biggest carrier at Riga in S19 is
Ryanair with 11% of seats.
After rapid growth at its home base between 2004 and
2010, airBaltics’s capacity at Riga declined each year
between 2011 and 2016. During this period, when
capacity was cut by 20%, many routes were dropped.
However, with the exception of 2012, the airline also
continued to launch new routes throughout that period.
Almost 60% growth since 2016
However, since 2016 the number of seats offered by the
airline from Riga has increased by over 50%, driven by
the airline’s enthusiastic use of what was originally
known as the Bombardier CSeries 300. Only one
scheduled service has been dropped during the last
three years, to Bourgas in Bulgaria, although the airline
still operates some charter flights to the Black Sea resort.
Ryanair operated the route in S18, but not in S19.
In 2017, airBaltic launched 11 new non-stop services
from Riga. This included major European cities such as
Geneva and Madrid, Nordic destinations such as
Gothenburg, Stavanger and Tampere, as well as Abu
Dhabi in the Middle East. It also resumed domestic
flights after almost a decade to Liepaja on Latvia’s coast.
The following year saw the addition of eight new nonstop destinations including Kaliningrad and Sochi/Adler
in Russia, Almaty in Kazakhstan, Gdansk in Poland and
Split in Croatia, as well as Bordeaux, Lisbon and Malaga.
This year has seen airBaltic launch just five new
destinations from Riga; Dublin, Lviv and Stuttgart at the
start of the summer season, followed in mid-May by
seasonal services to Kos in Greece and Menorca in Spain.
A total of 68 destinations are served non-stop by
airBaltic from Riga this summer.
London, Moscow and Paris are top routes by ASKs
Analysing data for the peak travel month of August
reveals that airBaltic’s biggest routes by weekly ASKs
(Available Seat-Kilometres) are London LGW, Moscow
SVO and Paris CDG. Almaty is the airline’s longest sector
at almost 4,000 kilometres, with Liepaja the shortest at
190 kilometres. The highest weekly frequencies are
found on routes to Tallinn (45-weekly), Helsinki and
Vilnius (both 34-weekly), Moscow SVO and St.
Petersburg (both 28-weekly). During the week the airline
operates around 90 daily departures from Riga with
around 75 daily departures at the weekend.

airBaltic’s network developments from Riga 2008-2019
Year

Non-stop destinations added (at least 10 annual flights)

Non-stop destinations no longer served

2008

Alesund, Almaty, Amsterdam, Billund, Chisinau, Dubai, Kuopio, Nice, Sochi/Adler,
Tampere, Venice, Ventspils, Yerevan

Dalaman, Heraklion, Kuressaare, Larnaka, Manchester, Palma de Mallorca

2009

Dushanbe, Frankfurt, Geneva, Kaunas, Linkoping, Palanga, Pskov, Tartu, Tromso, Turku,
Warsaw

Liepaja, Sochi/Adler, Ventspils

2010

Amman, Arkhangelsk, Beirut, Belgrade, Lappeenranta, Lulea, Madrid, Milan LIN, Tehran
IKA, Vaasa, Visby

Hurghada, Linkoping, Oulu, Sharm el Sheikh, Stavanger

2011

Bari, Budapest, Gdansk, Stavanger

Amman, Arkhangelsk, Milan MXP, Tehran IKA

2012

-

Beirut, Belgrade, Dushanbe, Gdansk, Geneva, Gothenburg, Kuopio,
Madrid, Tartu, Tromso, Visby, Yerevan,

2013

Abu Dhabi, Balaton, Istanbul SAW, Larnaka, Malta, Milan MXP, Olbia, Prague, Rijeka

Dubai, Dublin, Rovaniemi, Vaasa

2014

Aberdeen, Bourgas, Bucharest, Gothenburg, Moscow VKO, Palma de Mallorca, Varna

Balaton, Istanbul IST, Milan LIN, Odessa, Simferopol, Tampere, Tashkent

2015

Aalborg, Dubrovnik, Pisa, Radom, Rhodes, Stockholm BMA, Thessaloniki

Aberdeen, Abu Dhabi, Bergen, Istanbul SAW, Kaliningrad, Kaunas, Varna

2016

Reykjavik KEF, Salzburg, Verona

Aalborg, Alesund, Bari, Bucharest, Chisinau, Gothenburg, Moscow DME,
Pisa, Radom, Stavanger, Stockholm BMA

2017

Aberdeen, Abu Dhabi, Catania, Geneva, Gothenburg, Kaunas*, Kazan, Liepaja, Madrid,
Odessa, Stavanger, Tampere

Bourgas

2018

Almaty, Bordeaux, Gdansk, Kaliningrad, Lisbon, Malaga, Sochi/Adler, Split

Kaunas*

2019

Dublin, Lviv, Kos, Menorca, Stuttgart

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of Cirium Data and Analytics schedule data for January 2007 to December 2019. *Only operated while Vilnius was shut for maintenance.
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Spain: Demand was up a modest 3.4% across all Spanish
airports in July. Nine of the top 12 airports reported
growth, though only Seville (+20%) saw demand
increase by more than 9%. The popular holiday airports
of Gran Canaria, Lanzarote and Palma de Mallorca all
saw traffic decline compared with last July. Ryanair
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remains the leading airline and slightly increased its lead
over Vueling and Grupo Iberia. Norwegian saw a 10%
reduction in its Spanish passengers
UK: As in Spain, nine of the UK’s top 12 airports reported
growth, but this time in June rather than July. Overall
passenger numbers were up just 1.5%, with only two of

the top 12 airports seeing growth of more than 3%
(Manchester with 4% and Luton with 7%). Among
airlines, Flybe, Thomas Cook Airlines and Norwegian saw
capacity cuts compared with last June while Wizz Air
(+19%) and Jet2.com (+12%) grew most quickly.
Emirates ranks 12th in the UK and grew by 7%.
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Milan Linate set for revamped future; hourly movement limit means
airport is handling fewer than 10 million passengers per annum
Located just eight kilometres east of the city centre,
Milan Linate Airport is currently closed from 27 July until
27 October to enable renovation of the airport’s only
main runway and installation of a new baggage handling
system. Further work on the airport’s terminal buildings
and other infrastructure will result in a radically different
customer experience for passengers by 2021.
Built next to Idroscalo, an artificial lake that was used as
an airport for seaplanes in the early 1930s, Linate’s
major runway is just over 2,400 metres in length. The
airport has undergone major renovation in both the
1950s and the 1980s.
Traffic peaked in 1997 at over 14 million
Prior to the expansion and modernisation of Milan MXP
(which was completed in late 1998), Linate had been the
city’s busiest airport handling 14.3 million passengers in
1997, compared with 3.5 million at Malpensa and just
under 500,000 annual passengers at Bergamo, for a total
of just over 18 million passengers.
A decade later Malpensa alone welcomed almost 24
million passengers, Linate almost 10 million and
Bergamo a further six million. Last year the Milan airport
system handled just under 47 million passengers with
Malpensa accounting for almost 25 million, Bergamo (a
major Ryanair base) now bigger than Linate with almost
13 million passengers and Linate just 9.2 million.
Alitalia has over 60% of seats
Back in 2007 domestic traffic accounted for around 75%
of Linate’s traffic, but since 2015 this proportion has
fallen to only just over 50%. Something that has not
changed has been Alitalia’s dominance at the airport.
Last summer the airline’s share of scheduled seats was
64%, well ahead of its nearest rival British Airways,
which accounted for around 7% of seats.
The UK flag-carrier serves London LHR and London LCY
(since April 2017) but has dropped its 2-weekly service to
London STN which it also launched in April 2017.
Alitalia serves 17 domestic routes from Linate this
summer and a further 12 international routes with at
least 100 flights this summer. It also operates a few
international destinations with fewer than 20 flights this
summer. Not surprisingly Rome is the airline’s busiest
route, feeding its main international hub there. In 2017
Alitalia added service to Athens and Trapani, while 2018
saw Geneva, Madrid and Stockholm services added.
Luxair is the most recent new carrier at the airport
having started 12-weekly service from Luxembourg in
December 2017. However, this service was suspended in
mid-April 2018.
easyJet is the only LCC serving Linate at present
The airport is artificially constrained by an hourly runway
movement limit and also a rule that stipulates that only
airports in the EU can be served.
As a result, only 14 airlines currently serve the airport.
Apart from Alitalia, two other Italian carriers operate
domestic flights from the airport. Air Italy serves Olbia
while Blu-Express serves Reggio di Calabria.
Foreign flag-carriers operating at Linate are Aer Lingus
(to Dublin), Air France (to Paris CDG), Air Malta (to
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Malta), British Airways (to two airports in London),
Brussels Airlines (to Brussels), Iberia (to Madrid), KLM (to
Amsterdam), Lufthansa (to Frankfurt) and SAS (to
Stockholm).

October 2015. Between S13 and S15 it also operated
multiple-daily service to Rome FCO competing with
Alitalia. Romania’s Blue Air also serves Linate with a daily
service from Bucharest.

easyJet is the only LCC serving Linate. It began serving
the airport from London LGW in May 2003, from Paris
ORY in July 2003 and from Amsterdam and Paris CDG in

It remains to be seen whether the airport’s hourly
scheduled commercial movement limit of 18 is increased
once redevelopment has been completed.
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Turkish Airlines and Aeroflot driving Europe-Indonesia capacity
growth; Garuda starts first ever link between Medan and London
Indonesia is the world’s fourth most populated country
with almost 270 million inhabitants, ranking it behind
China, India and the US but ahead of Brazil. It also has a
dynamic aviation market. According to Cirium Data and
Analytics figures for 2019 the country’s airports are
expecting over 161 million departing seats in 2019. This
ranks the country seventh, behind the US, China, Japan,
India, the UK and Germany, but ahead of Spain, Brazil,
Russia, France, Turkey and Italy.
The airport serving the country’s capital, Jakarta,
handled almost 66 million passengers in 2018, making it
the 18th busiest in the world. Four other airports in the
country handled over 10 million passengers last year;
Denpasar in Bali (23.8 million), Surabaya (20.9 million),
Makassar (13.5 million) and Medan (10.0 million).
Despite these impressive figures, in 2013 the only nonstop scheduled services between Europe and Indonesia
were provided by Russia’s now defunct Transaero, which
offered 29 flights to Denpasar from Moscow DME and 10
flights from Moscow VKO.
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Garuda absent from Europe for four years

Middle East alternatives for European travellers

Indonesia’s flag-carrier Garuda Indonesia has served
Europe for many years. However, between 2005 and
2009 the airline was absent from Europe’s airports.
When it finally returned in 2010 it operated to
Amsterdam via Dubai in both directions. Non-stop
service to the Dutch airport resumed in 2014. This was
followed in late 2017 by the resumption of non-stop
service to London LHR. Recently the airline decided to
alter the routing of its Denpasar to London service by
making an intermediate stop in Medan.

For Europeans wishing to travel to Indonesia all three of
the major Middle East carriers serve both Jakarta and
Denpasar. Emirates and Etihad Airways both offer 2-daily
service to Jakarta while Qatar Airways flies 3-daily to the
Indonesian capital.
This summer Bali is served by Qatar Airways with 5-daily
flights from Doha (up from 3-daily in S18) and by
Emirates with 16-weekly flights.

In May 2015 Turkish Airlines began daily, non-stop
service to Jakarta from Istanbul having previously served
Indonesia via Singapore. Last month the Star Alliance
carrier also began daily service to Denpasar.
After the demise of Transaero, Aeroflot began 2-weekly
service to Denpasar from Moscow SVO on 28 October
2018. In the last three years it has been European
carriers that have been primarily responsible for capacity
growth between Europe and Indonesia.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Note: On 27 July Milan Linate Airport closed for three
months to allow maintenance work to be undertaken
on the runway. A number of airlines which serve Linate
have shifted their operations to either Milan Malpensa
or Milan Bergamo. These are not considered new
routes and are therefore not covered in the following
round-up of new route launches.
Aigle Azur has enhanced its offering to Algeria from
Paris by adding flights from CDG to Algiers and Oran.
Both routes started on 29 July and will operate until the
end of September. Weekly frequencies vary, but
according to Cirium Data and Analytics there will be a
total of 135 flights to Algiers and 49 flights to Oran
during that period using the airline’s A320s. Aigle Azur
already serves both Algerian airports from Paris ORY
where it competes directly with Air Algerie. On the new
routes from Paris CDG the airline will compete with Air
Algerie and Air France on both routes, and with ASL
Airlines France on the Algiers route. According to Cirium
Data and Analytics, the last time Aigle Azur operated
regular scheduled services from Paris CDG was in
W17/18 when it operated flights to Algiers. Scheduled
capacity between France and Algeria looks set to grow
by only 1% this summer. However, Aigle Azur’s share of
the market has increased slightly from 27% to 28%,
second only to Air Algerie, whose share is just under
60%.
Air China introduced direct flights from Beijing to Nice
on 2 August. The 3-weekly service (Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays) will be flown using the Star Alliance
member’s A330-200 fleet. The 8,350-kilometre link is the
airline’s fourth route to France as it already serves Paris
CDG from Beijing, Chengdu and Shanghai. This is one of
only two new city-pairs the airline has launched
involving European airports this summer, the other
being Hangzhou to Rome FCO which it launched in midJune. The carrier has also moved its Chengdu to London
service from Gatwick to Heathrow. For Nice this will be
the only non-stop service to any destination in Asia this
summer. Air China now operates 29 non-stop routes
between China and Europe, up from 27 in S18.
Air Europa has started serving Iguazu in Argentina from
its Madrid base using its 787-8s. The new service is
linked with the airline’s existing service to Asuncion in
Paraguay. There will be a weekly service that operates
Madrid-Iguazu-Asuncion-Madrid (started 5 August) and
a further weekly service that operates Madrid-AsuncionIguazu-Madrid (started on 2 August). Iguazu is in the
north-east of Argentina and the region is famous for the
Iguazu Falls, one of the largest waterfall complexes in
the world and a significant tourist attraction. Air Europa
serves 16 destinations in Latin America non-stop from
Madrid, up from 13 in S18. Apart from Iguazu, it has also
started service to Medellin in Colombia (on 1 June) and

Panama City in Panama (on 3 June) since last summer.
The airline’s capacity to Latin America is up around 12%
in S19 compared with S18.

Air France launched four new seasonal routes from Paris
CDG in mid-July, all of which will cease operations by the
beginning of September. On 15 July Olbia welcomed 4weekly flights, operated by HOP! using its E190s.
Competition on the 1,060-kilometre route comes from
easyJet (3-weekly service), ASL Airlines France (weekly)
and TUI fly Belgium (weekly). On 16 July Split in Croatia
welcomed 3-weekly service operated by Air France’s
A320-series aircraft. Competition on this 1,220-kilometre
route is provided by easyJet (9-weekly), Croatia Airlines

(3-weekly) as well as ASL Airlines France and TUI fly
Belgium who both operate weekly flights. On 17 July
Heraklion received 3-weekly service provided by Air
France’s A319s. Air France becomes the fifth airline on
this route joining Aegean Airlines (daily service), ASL
Airlines France (4-weekly), easyJet (4-weekly) and TUI
fly Belgium (2-weekly). Finally, on 18 July, Air France
began 4-weekly service to Palermo, competing with TUI
fly Belgium (3-weekly) on the 1,470-kilometre route.
Air Malta started a short season of flights from its home
base to Ibiza. Between 16 August and 10 September, the
carrier will operate a total of just eight flights (every
Tuesday and Friday) using its A319s on the 1,210kilometre route. No other carrier links the Spanish
airport with Malta. Air Malta’s only other route to Spain
this summer is to Malaga, which it serves 2-weekly for
most of the summer season. Iberia Express, Ryanair,
Volotea and Vueling all offer flights between various
Spanish airports and Malta. However, Norwegian, which
connected Madrid to Malta in S18, no longer offers this
service in S19. According to Cirium Data and Analytics
capacity between Spain and Malta is up 5% this summer.
Air Serbia recently launched service from Nis to 12
destinations in seven countries. All routes will be served
2-weekly using an A319 based at the airport, apart from
Tivat in Montenegro, which will be served 3-weekly. Five
of the routes are to German airports; Frankfurt HHN,
Friedrichshafen, Hannover, Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden and
Nuremberg. There are also two routes to Italy (Bologna
and Rome FCO), while the remaining destinations are
Budapest (Hungary), Gothenburg (Sweden), Ljubljana
(Slovenia) and Salzburg (Austria). Sector lengths range
from just 275 kilometres (Tivat) to 1,730 kilometres
(Gothenburg). None of the routes faces direct
competition. Apart from these new routes from Air
Serbia, Nis is served by Ryanair (from Berlin SXF,
Bratislava, Milan BGY and Stockholm NYO), SWISS (from
Zurich) and Wizz Air (from Basel/Mulhouse, Dortmund,
Malmö, Memmingen and Vienna). Last year Nis handled
just over 350,000 passengers. Located in the south-east
of the country, Nis is the third largest city in Serbia (after
Belgrade and Novi Sad) with an urban population of
around 190,000.
AlbaStar, a Spanish carrier that operates both scheduled
and charter flights (IATA code AP), has expanded its
offering from Milan in Italy. On 13 July the airline began
weekly flights between Milan MXP and Marsa Alam in
Egypt, which will operate until 26 October. This 3,200kilometre route is also served by Air Cairo (2-weekly)
and Neos (3-weekly). Almost a fortnight later, on 26 July,
AlbaStar began 2-weekly service from Milan BGY to
Catania. Service on the 1,015-kilometre domestic route
will be provided until 10 September. Ryanair already
connects these two airports with 3-daily flights.
Alitalia has added three very seasonal flights from Rome
FCO. On 28 July the Italian flag-carrier began 2-weekly
(Fridays and Sundays) flights on the 285-kilometre route
to Ajaccio on the French island of Corsica, using a mix of
E190s and E175s. Service will end on 6 September after
just 11 return flights. On 29 July, 2-weekly (Mondays and
Fridays) service to Kefalonia in Greece was launched
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using the airline’s A319s. Again, service will end on 6
September after just 11 return flights. Finally, on 1
August, Alitalia launched a domestic service to Comiso.
The 570-kilometre route will operate 16 times during
August, with the last flight on 30 August. With Milan LIN
shutting for three months from 27 July, Alitalia also
began service from Rome FCO to Milan BGY. This 4-daily
service will complement the airline’s expanded service
between Rome FCO and Milan MXP. However, the
airline recently revealed that it plans to continue the
Bergamo service into the W19/20 season with 3-daily
service.
AtlasGlobal on 16 July resumed 4-weekly service
between Istanbul IST and Tbilisi in Georgia, a route it
last served in April 2018. The 1,330-kilometre route is
already served 4-daily by Turkish Airlines, while Pegasus
Airlines (10-weekly) and Turkish Airlines (daily) also
offer flights from Istanbul SAW to Tbilisi. AtlasGlobal’s
service departs Istanbul just before midnight and arrives
back in the Turkish city at around 07:00 the following
morning. According to Cirium Data and Analytics,
AtlasGlobal has increased capacity from Istanbul this
summer by almost 30% and serves 30 destinations with
non-stop flights. Compared with last summer, it has

dropped services to Dalaman and Moscow SVO, but
added routes to Bahrain, Moscow DME, Sulaymaniyah
and Zonguldak.
Belavia now connects Minsk with Munich. On 15 July
the carrier began 4-weekly service on the 1,260kilometre route using its E175s. No other carrier
connects these two airports. This is the airline’s fourth
route to Germany as it already serves Berlin SXF (5weekly), Frankfurt (3-weekly) and Hannover (3-weekly).
Lufthansa competes on the Frankfurt route with 10weekly flights. Belavia’s capacity from Minsk this
summer has increased by 12% compared with S18, with
new routes to Chisinau, Moscow SVO, Tallinn and
Voronezh, as well as Munich.

Blue Panorama Airlines introduced a short season of
flights from Milan BGY to Kefalonia in Greece. The 2weekly service (Mondays and Fridays) operates from 29
July until 6 September. Competition on the 1,230kilometre route comes from Ryanair, which offers a 3weekly service.
British Airways began serving Ljubljana in Slovenia on 15
July. The UK flag-carrier will operate 2-weekly (Mondays
and Fridays) from London LHR. The 1,240-kilometre
route is not served by any other carrier. However,
easyJet serves the Slovenian capital 9-weekly from
London STN and 4-weekly from London LGW, while Wizz
Air offers 4-weekly flights from London LTN. British
Airways will use a mix of A320s and A321s on the new
route, which is currently set to only operate until 2
September, a total of just 15 return flights in all.
easyJet recently added a couple of new routes from its
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12th biggest base at Manchester. On 3 August it began 2weekly service to Bari in Italy and 3-weekly service to
Jerez in Spain. Neither route faces direct competition.
This summer easyJet serves 59 destinations from
Manchester compared with 48 in S18. Its seat capacity
has grown by 20% and it now accounts for 14% of
scheduled seats at the airport, ranking it second behind
Ryanair. The other nine new destinations launched since
last summer are Barcelona, Bordeaux, Budapest, Faro,
Jersey, Kalamata, Lanzarote, Lisbon and Nice. In
addition, it has swopped Berlin airports from Schönefeld
to Tegel. Elsewhere on the airline’s network, it began a 4
-weekly domestic service from Paris CDG to Montpellier
on 29 July. The 610-kilometre route is already served 4daily year-round by Air France. easyJet’s service, which
began on 29 July, appears to be a summer-only
operation, ending on 25 October.

Eurowings added two more routes to its network during
July. On 15 July it began 2-weekly service from
Düsseldorf to Tirana in Albania (competing with
Albawings) followed two days later by a weekly service
from the same German airport to Ohrid in North
Macedonia. Both routes only operate until the end of
August. Eurowings also serves Tirana from Cologne
Bonn (2-weekly) and Stuttgart (weekly). Ohrid is already
served from Stuttgart (2-weekly).
FlyOne became the latest airline to serve London SEN
when it began 2-weekly (Tuesdays and Fridays) service
from Chisinau on 19 July. The 2,100-kilometre route
linking the capitals of Moldova and the UK will be flown
using the airline’s A319 fleet. Frequency reduces to just
weekly from mid-September. Other services between
the UK and Moldova are provided by Wizz Air (10-
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weekly from London LTN) and Air Moldova (6-weekly
from London STN).
Garuda has adjusted its service to the UK by operating
flights from Denpasar to London LHR via Medan. This
new schedule was introduced on 16 July and will operate
3-weekly using a mix of the airline’s 777-300ERs and
A330-200 widebody fleet. This is believed to be the first
non-stop service between Medan and Europe. Located
in south Sumatra, Medan handled over 10 million
passengers last year. Just three carriers offer non-stop
flights between Europe and Indonesia. Apart from this
new service, Garuda also links Amsterdam with Jakarta,
Aeroflot connects Moscow SVO with Denpasar, while
Turkish Airlines offers daily flights from Istanbul IST to
both Jakarta and Denpasar, the latter a new route (see
below) which launched on 17 July.
HOP! began weekly (Sunday) service on 28 July between
Perpignan and Strasbourg. The 740-kilometre route will
be served year-round by the airline’s ERJ-145s.
According to Cirium Data and Analytics the two airports
were last connected in summer 2005 by Air France.
Perpignan, located in the south of France, just 13
kilometres inland from the Mediterranean and close to
the Spanish border, handled 463,000 passengers in 2018
(up 13% versus 2017) driven by a 21% increase in
international passengers to 195,000. Over half of
Perpignan’s traffic is with Air France to Paris ORY. In
summer the airport offers international services to
Algeria (Oran), Belgium (Brussels CRL), Ireland (Dublin),
Morocco (Marrakech), and the UK (Birmingham, London
STN and Southampton).
The first week of August saw Iberia add three new
seasonal routes from Madrid. On 1 August the oneworld
carrier began 5-weekly service to Bastia on the French
island of Corsica using its A319s. Competition on the
1,110-kilometre route comes from Volotea which
operates just a weekly service. On the same day Iberia
began 4-weekly service to Genoa in Italy using a mix of
A319s and A320s. This 1,100-kilometre route is served 2weekly by Volotea. Finally, on 4 August, the Spanish flagcarrier added 3-weekly service to Verona. Air Nostrum
operates these flights on behalf of Iberia using its CRJ
1000s. There is no competition on this 1,300-kilometre
route, which was served 2-weekly last year by Ryanair.
All three of these new Iberia routes only operate in
August.
LEVEL has taken over some more flights from Vueling at
Amsterdam. On 15 August the IAG carrier took over 7weekly flights (out of 34) on the Barcelona route, while
the following day taking over all of Vueling’s 4-weekly
flights to Milan MXP. Both routes will be flown by the
airline’s A321s. The Barcelona route is served by KLM
(35-weekly), Vueling (27-weekly) and Transavia (16weekly), while the Malpensa route is already served by
Alitalia (21-weekly), easyJet (33-weekly) and KLM (35weekly). LEVEL also launched a new long-haul route on
27 July between Barcelona and New York JFK. The 3weekly service will be operated by Iberia’s A330-200s
and faces direct competition from American Airlines and
Delta Air Lines who both operate a daily service during
summer. In addition, Norwegian and United Airlines
both offer daily service between Barcelona and New
York EWR.

Greece when the ULCC began 2-weekly (Wednesday and
Saturday) service between Pisa and Kalamata. The route
only operates until 28 September and is the airline’s fifth
route to Greece from Pisa, joining Chania, Corfu,
Kefalonia and Rhodes. This summer Ryanair is offering
flights to 48 destinations from Pisa and is the leading
airline at the airport accounting for around 55% of
scheduled seat capacity this summer. Compared with
last summer Ryanair has dropped routes to Crotone,
Frankfurt HHN and Sofia, while adding flights to Brussels
BRU, Kalamata, Nuremberg and Prague.
Transavia France increased its offering from Lyon with
the addition of 2-weekly service to Casablanca, which
operates until 1 September, for a total of just 10 return
flights. Competition on the 1,750-kilometre route comes
from Royal Air Maroc (2-daily) and Air Arabia Maroc
(daily). This is the second of two new routes launched by
the French LCC from Lyon this summer, with Beirut
service having started back in mid-April. The airline has
increased its capacity from the airport by 6% in S19
compared with S18 and now accounts for around 6% of
seat capacity at the airport, well behind easyJet, HOP!
and Air France.
Turkish Airlines has added a couple of new long-haul
routes to its network from its stunning new home at
Istanbul IST’s new airport. On 17 July it began 3-weekly
service to Denpasar, Bali in Indonesia, with service
increasing to daily from 7 August. The 10,300-kilometre
route is not served by any other carrier and will be flown
using the airline’s new 787-9s. The Star Alliance carrier
already serves Jakarta in Indonesia with daily flights. On
22 August the carrier also introduced service to Mexico.
It is operating a 3-weekly service from Istanbul IST to
Mexico City which then returns to Turkey via Cancun.
These flights are also being operated by the airline’s 7879s, of which it currently has four, all delivered in June or
July. A total of 30 787-9s have been ordered from
Boeing, with 25 firm orders and five options.

Uzbekistan Airlines on 16 July began 2-weekly (Tuesdays
and Fridays) service from its base in Tashkent to Tbilisi in
Georgia. The 2,030-kilometre route is not served by any
other carrier. A320s will be flown on the route.
Vueling began regular service between Barcelona and
Milan BGY on 24 July, having previously connected the
two airports at Christmas 2018 and Easter 2019. It is now
operating 4-weekly flights until the end of S19,
competing with Ryanair’s 21-weekly service on the 780kilometre route. Vueling now serves an impressive 17
destinations in Italy from its Barcelona hub, one more
than in S18. The number of weekly flights to Italy from
Barcelona has increased by 11% from 192 in August
2018 to 214 in August 2019.
At the beginning of August Wizz Air expanded its
network from its newest base at Krakow. Having
launched eight routes in April and May, it added a
further six in early August. The new routes are Oslo OSL
(daily competing with Norwegian), Rome FCO (5weekly), Kharkiv in Ukraine, Kutaisi in Georgia, Larnaka
in Cyprus and Turin in Italy (all served 2-weekly).
Another four routes are set to launch in mid-September
which will bring the airline’s network to 18 destinations
from Krakow. By October, Wizz Air will be the second
biggest carrier in Krakow with around 13% of seats. This

Pegasus Airlines launched two new international routes
from Bodrum during July. On 13 July the Turkish LCC
began 2-weekly service to Cologne Bonn (competing
with a weekly Eurowings service) using its A320s until 6
October. On 29 July Pegasus began a weekly service to
Nuremberg, which operates until 3 September. The
airline’s only other international service from Bodrum is
to Kiev IEV, which it operates 3-weekly.
On 3 August Ryanair added a new link between Italy and
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Latest European route news
is still a long way behind Ryanair, which accounts for
40% of seats at the airport.
In mid-July Wizz Air also increased significantly its
network from Varna in Bulgaria. It added six new routes
to coincide with the basing of a second 180-seat A320 at

passenger

demand

the airport. The new destinations are Berlin SXF,
Cologne Bonn, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Liverpool and
Paris BVA. All will be served 2-weekly, with the
exception of Liverpool, which will be served 3-weekly.
Competition will come from easyJet (4-weekly) on the
Berlin route and SunExpress Deutschland on the
Cologne Bonn and Hamburg routes.
Elsewhere across Wizz Air’s pan-European network it
launched four other new routes, all of which will be
served 2-weekly. On 2 August, Ohrid in North
Macedonia was connected to Memmingen in southern
Germany. Two days earlier, on 31 July, two routes were
added from the airline’s base in Skopje, to Larnaka and
Turku in Finland. This brings to 31 the number of
destinations served by the ULCC from Skopje in north
Macedonia, four more than in S18. Finally, on 9 August,
Wizz Air added Leipzig in Germany to its route network,
with the launch of 2-weekly flights from Kiev IEV. Wizz
Air now serves 30 destinations from Kiev in S19

compared with 22 in S18. Leipzig becomes Wizz Air’s
13th airport in Germany, having also added flights to
Bremen earlier this year. Dortmund, Memmingen and
Berlin SXF are the airline’s three busiest airports in
Germany with 122, 54 and 32 weekly departures
respectively in August 2019.

The only destination which experienced increased
demand from both Germany and the UK in July was
Alicante, where German demand increased by 11%
(thanks to easyJet and Lauda) and UK demand grew by

almost 7%. This was driven by Ryanair’s increase in
capacity on several UK services as well as the launch of
new services to the popular Spanish destination from
both London LTN and London SEN.

has

Continued from page 1 dropped almost 7%. The
ANKER Report is grateful to Dalaman Airport for
providing the correct figure for July 2019, as official
DHMI figures appeared to show traffic having fallen by
20% in July, which did not seem likely.
German demand to Spanish airports falls
Thanks to Aena’s on-line traffic database, demand at
Spanish airports can be broken down by country market.
Looking at passenger numbers in July from both
Germany and the UK highlights the reduction in demand
from Germany to several major Spanish holiday
destinations.
Some of this is due to the collapse of Germania, but
capacity reductions from other carriers have also had an
impact. According to Cirium Data and Analytics figures,
the 30% reduction in German demand to Fuerteventura
was down to a combination of Germania’s
disappearance but also the withdrawal of SunExpress
Deutschland from the market.
Similarly, while Germania was the biggest factor in Gran
Canaria’s almost 29% drop in demand, Ryanair/Lauda
and TUI fly Deutschland also cut capacity to the airport
in July. In Lanzarote, the capacity cuts by Ryanair/Lauda
and SunExpress Deutschland were greater than the lost
capacity from the demise of Germania. Finally, in
Tenerife TFS, Ryanair/Lauda and Germania were equally
responsible for the reduction in German route capacity
in July, along with TUI fly Deutschland. German
passenger numbers at the airport fell by 21% in July.

Swedish airport traffic still declining this summer after introduction
of aviation tax in April 2018; passengers down 4% this summer
The ANKER Report previously looked at the possible impact
of the Swedish aviation tax (introduced in April 2018) in
issue 40. At that time the most recent passenger data for
Sweden’s airports was April 2019. Since then data for May,
June and July has been published.
The drop in passenger traffic was first recorded last May, so
it is no surprise that this May’s passenger numbers show a
less dramatic reduction than the almost 7% fall seen in
April. However, passenger numbers have continued to
decline this summer by around 4%.
Passenger numbers at Sweden’s airports have now fallen
for 11 consecutive months, despite the Swedish economy
not being in a recession. However, last year also saw the
exchange rate between the Swedish Krona and the Euro
jump from around 9.8 to around 10.4, with the current
figure around 10.6. (Source: xe.com)
Since the start of the summer season the difference
between the drop in passenger numbers and the drop in
monthly seat capacity has narrowed, suggesting that
airlines have started to match capacity more accurately
with demand.
Given that emissions are much more related to the number
of flights, rather than the number of passengers, it is worth
noting that the number of flights from Swedish airports was
down 7% in May, down 3% in June and down 2% in July,
according to Cirium Data and Analytics.
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Thomas Cook Airlines now operating from just 10 UK airports; Spain
and Turkey still popular; Tunisian capacity doubled this summer
The Thomas Cook Group includes four airlines; Thomas
Cook Airlines in the UK, Condor in Germany, Thomas
Cook Airlines Scandinavia and Thomas Cook Airlines
Balearics. The UK carrier has a summer fleet of 45
aircraft according to planespotters.net; three A320s, 35
A321s and seven A330s. Although the overall airline
group (with a fleet of around 100 aircraft) is reported to
be profitable, the Thomas Cook Group’s overall financial
position has been of some concern this summer.
Sixth biggest UK carrier
Last year Thomas Cook Airlines in the UK (IATA code MT)
carried just over eight million passengers at a reported
load factor of 90.5%. This made it the UK’s sixth biggest
airline by passenger numbers in 2018 after easyJet,
British Airways, Jet2.com, TUI Airways and Flybe.
After hovering around the eight million mark between
2008 and 2011 passenger numbers fell sharply in 2012
and 2013 before stabilising in 2014. The last four years
have seen steady growth of 6% in 2015, 4% in 2016 and
almost 11% in both 2017 and 2018.
However, passenger data for May 2019 shows demand
having fallen since last May and analysis of Cirium Data
and Analytics figures suggests that overall scheduled
seat capacity at the airline this summer will be down
around 4%.
Over 230 routes this summer
This summer Thomas Cook Airlines is operating leisure
flights from 10 UK airports with Manchester by far the
airline’s biggest base, followed by London LGW and
Birmingham. Bristol and Glasgow GLA are vying for
fourth place among the airline’s bases.
Compared with last summer it has dropped all services
this summer from four UK airports; Edinburgh, Leeds
Bradford, London LTN and Norwich. While Leeds
Bradford and Luton had seen around 100 departures
each from the airline in S18, operations were much
smaller at Edinburgh (26 departures) and Norwich (20
departures).
This summer Thomas Cook Airlines is operating over 230
routes from its 10 remaining UK bases. Seat capacity is
down at seven of them, but up in three; Cardiff (+24%),
Bristol (+19%) and Belfast BFS (+6%).
Capacity doubled to Tunisia
Analysis of schedule data indicates that the airline has
started eight new routes this summer. Three of these
were to Enfidha in Tunisia, from Belfast BFS, Bristol and
Cardiff. The Tunisian airport was the fastest-growing
destination for Thomas Cook Airlines this summer, with
capacity more than doubling as the Tunisian market
showed more signs of recovery. Overall, Enfidha ranked
as the airline’s sixth biggest destination this summer.
Bodrum in Turkey also welcomed three new routes
(from Bristol, Glasgow and London STN) with the
remaining two routes being Manchester to Montego Bay
(previously served) and Stansted to Preveza in Greece.
Seasonal ski and Caribbean routes in winter
Seasonality is a major issue for the airline with passenger
numbers during the summer peak around four times
greater than during the airline’s quietest month of
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January. However, Thomas Cook Airlines does serve a
number of seasonal destinations in winter that are not
served in summer. These are mostly either ski routes
(such as Grenoble, Innsbruck and various Finnish
destinations) or destinations in the Caribbean (such as
Antigua, Barbados, St. Lucia and Tobago).
Looking ahead, this winter will see the addition of at
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least one new route, as a 2-weekly service from London
LGW to Marrakech will begin on 1 November. It already
serves the Moroccan city from Manchester.
Looking further ahead, two new routes have bee
identified for next summer; Belfast to Palma de Mallorca
and Gatwick to Lemnos in Greece. Both routes will begin
in May and Lemnos will be a new destination.
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